DATE: February 2, 2016

TO: Graduate Faculty

FROM: Wayne E. Swisher, PhD  
Interim Dean

Re: Graduate Faculty Nominations

The Following list of individuals has been recommended by the Graduate Committee for Graduate Faculty membership. In accordance with the Graduate Faculty Constitution (Section I.E), I am posting the list for review. Individuals wishing to challenge the appointment of any of the nominees must submit their protest in writing to me within two weeks from the date of this memo. If no written protests are received within this time period, then appointment of the listed individuals to the graduate Faculty will be finalized.

A. Elected to Assistant Membership:

1. Dever, Cristine – Teaching & Learning/Special Education
2. Gunther, Suna – Theatre Arts
4. Sage, Todd E. – Social Work

B. Elected to Associate Membership:

1. Denny, Dawn L. – Nursing
2. El-Masri, Maher M. – Nursing
3. Haghshenas, Meysam – Mechanical Engineering
4. Hsieh, Yi-Ping – Social Work
5. Jonk, Yvonne. C. – Public Health
6. Mahmood, Taufique – Geology & Geological Engineering
7. Nguyen, David Hoa Khoa – Ed. Leadership
8. Owens, Rhoda – Nursing
9. Ray, Jessica – Theatre Arts
10. Widmer, Shannon - Entrepreneurship
C. **Advanced Associate to Full Membership:**

1. Cherry, Emily – Theater Arts
2. Kennedy, Arron D. – Atmospheric Sciences

D. **Elected to Full Membership:**

1. Hart, Gary – Center for Rural Health
2. Nordeg, Stephan H. – Geology & Geological Engineering
3. Weldt-Basson, Helene C. – Modern & Classical Languages

G. **Elected to Adjunct Membership:**

1. Baart Joan – *SIL
2. Bickford, Albert J. – *SIL
3. Fried, Robert W. – *SIL
4. Hansen, Kathryn L. – *SIL
5. Karan, Mark E. – *SIL
6. Marlett, Stephen A. – *SIL
7. Roberts, James S. – *SIL
8. Slater, Keith – *SIL
9. Snider, Keith L. – *SIL
10. Weber, David – *SIL

*SIL = Summer Institute on Linguistics